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Theoreticall  and Practical Approaches 
too Question Answering 

Questionn answering has a long tradition, involving many disciplines, rang-
ingg from philosophy to database theory. Depending on the discipline dif-
ferentt aspects of the question answering process are investigated. Philo-
sophicall  and psychological approaches focus more on theoretical aspects, 
whereass artificial intelligence and database approaches investigate how a 
practicall  question answering system can be engineered. Looking at earlier 
approachess to question answering is not only of historical value, but also re-
vealss general issues in question answering and ways in which these issues 
havee been addressed over the years. 

A lthoughh question answering received a great deal of attention in recent 
years,, from areas such as artificial intelligence, natural language process-
ing,, database theory, and information retrieval, the held itself is not new. 

Simmonss (1965) already reviewed as many as 15 implemented and working systems 
forr question answering. Psychological approaches to question answering date back 
too the 1930's, and philosophical discussions of issues involved in question answer-
ingg can even be traced back to Aristotelian times. 

Givingg a comprehensive survey of previous work in the area of question answer-
ingg is far beyond the purpose of this chapter, but we do want to review a selection 
off  approaches so as to identify a number of central problems, and discuss the ways 
inn which they have been dealt with in the different approaches. 

Thee purpose of this chapter is to identify key issues in question answering by 
consideringg a number of previous approaches. These issues include the way the 
questionn answering process should be modeled and what the elementary analysis 
stepss are, how the appropriateness of an answer can be defined, and how the anal-
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ysiss steps can be automatized. 
Inn this chapter, three general perspectives on question answering are consid-

ered.. In the first section, we have a brief look at philosophical approaches which 
aimm to define a semantics for questions and the relationships that can hold between 
questionss and answers. In section 2.2, a psychological model of symbolic question 
answeringg is discussed. Finally, in section 2.3, we review a number of working sys-
temss which have been developed throughout the past decades. 

2.11 Formal Semantics of Question Answering 

Comparedd to the other approaches that we wil l discuss in this chapter, philosophi-
call  approaches have a very different take on the subject of question answering. The 
prevalentt difference is that philosophical approaches mainly focus on the semantics 
off  questions, and their answerhood, i.e., the relationships that can hold between a 
questionn and an answer. For instance, an answer can be correct, incomplete, or un-
informative.informative. In contrast, practical approaches—and to some extent also psychologi-
call  approaches—are mainly driven by the issue of how to get an answer to a given 
question.. Nevertheless, in practical approaches the concept of answerhood plays an 
importantt role too: In order to maximize the effectiveness of a system, one has to 
considerr whether an answer is, e.g., correct or uninformative. One could say that 
philosophicall  theories of question answering provide a formal specification of the 
post-conditionss which have to be satisfied by answers that were generated by prac-
ticall  systems. 

Thee discussion in this section is mainly based on (Harrah, 1984), but see also 
(Ginzburg,, 1995) and (Groenendijk and Stokhof, 1997) for further surveys. 

2.1.11 Hamblin' s Postulates 

Inn many philosophical approaches, the problem of defining a semantics for ques-
tionss is reduced to defining the meaning of a question as the complete set of its 
answers.. This approach is referred to as set-of-answers reduction, and is based on 
threee postulates proposed by Hamblin (1958): 

PI.. An answer to a question is a statement. 

P2.. Knowing what counts as an answer is equivalent to knowing the question. 

P3.. The possible answers to a question are an exhaustive set of mutually exclusive 
possibilities. . 

Severall  linguists and philosophers have argued against adopting these postulates, 
ass they are empirically questionable. For instance, PI does not seem to cover cases 
wheree the answer is a noun phrase, or a simple yes or no, but it can be argued that 
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thosee answers are abbreviations of full sentences. Postulate P2, is even more contro-
versial,, and is also strictly dependent on PI. In Hamblin's approach, the meaning 
off  a question is the set of all possible answers. Therefore, a yes-no question is rep-
resentedd as a set containing the assertion of the question and the negation of that 
assertion.. For wh-questions, such as (2.2), all persons that could possibly be the Sec-
retaryy General of the United Nations can be used to formulate answers. For exam-
ple,, the three assertions (2.2.a-c) do belong to the set of propositions that represent 
thee meaning of question (2.2). 

(2.1)) Who is the Secretary General of the United Nations? 

(2.2)) a. Kofi Annan is the Secretary General of the United Nations. 

b.. Yasser Arafat is the Secretary General of the United Nations. 

c.. Magic Johnson is the Secretary General of the United Nations. 

Hamblin'ss approach does not consider the actual context in which a question is 
asked,, and therefore every imaginable context is used for formulating the proposi-
tionss that count as possible answers. 

Karttunenn (1977) proposed a more restrictive approach, considering only those 
answer-propositionss that are correct in the context in which the question is asked 
forr representing the meaning of a question. I.e., in the current context (September 
15,, 2004), the meaning of question (2.2) is the singleton containing only proposition 
(2.2.a). . 

Butt even when adopting PI, and using Karttunen's more restrictive version of 
P2,, it is easy to come up with counterexamples to P2. 

(2.3)) a. Who did John Hume share the 1998 Nobel Peace Prize with? 

b.. Who did David Trimble share the 1998 Nobel Peace Prize with? 

(2.4)) a. John Hume shared the 1998 Nobel Peace Prize with David Trimble, 

b.. David Trimble shared the 1998 Nobel Peace Prize with John Hume. 

Becausee the relation share is symmetric in the examples (2.3) and (2.4), the answers 
(2.4.a)) and (2.4.b) make the same statement, and both are correct answers to ques-
tionn (2.3.a) and to question (2.3.b), but the two questions are certainly not identical. 
Off  course, it is legitimate to argue that in a particular context, by choosing (2.4.a) or 
(2.4.b)) as an answer to (2.3.a) or (2.3.b), the topic-focus structure of the answer wil l 
change,, and therefore the answers wil l be uttered with a different intonation. But in-
corporatingg topic-focus distinctions requires a more complex form of representation, 
whichh is beyond the scope of this discussion. 

Althoughh the idea that questions can be fully defined in terms of their answers 
mightt be too simplistic, it is interesting to see to what extent this idea is realized in 
currentt practical question answering systems. One way to analyze this is to look 
att semantically equivalent questions and check whether they are answered in the 
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samee way. Such an analysis illustrates to what extent a practical system actually 
'understands'' a question. 

Thee issue of semantically equivalent questions received some attention in the 
TREC-99 question answering track (Voorhees, 2000a). For 54 of the questions addi-
tionall  variants were generated by paraphrasing the original question. For each set 
off  variant questions, the union of all answer documents was built, and for each doc-
umentt in the union, the documents that appeared as an answer document to each 
variantt question were counted. One set of variant questions was discarded as none 
off  the participating systems was able to return a correct answer to any of the vari-
ants.. For the remaining 53 question sets, which contained 4.6 variants on average, 
onlyy 38% of the documents appeared as an answer to each variant. 

Thee rather modest overlap of answer documents indicates that many of the sys-
temss participating in TREC-9 were susceptible to changes of the surface structure 
requiringg further research aimed at deeper understanding of questions. 

2.1.22 Completeness and Distinctness 

Belnapp and Steel (1976) present a formal framework for representing questions that 
havee quantificational constraints on possible answers. These representations are of 
thee form ?(JJ, C D)<£, where: 

00 is a description constraining the entities that answer the question, 

mm is the minimal number of entities satisfying the description, 

nn is the maximal number of entities satisfying the description, n can also be left 
unspecifiedd by setting it to - , 

CC specifies completeness and can take the value V if the answer has to be com-
plete,, i.e., it has to enumerate all entities satisfying the description, or C can be 
sett to — if this is not necessary, 

DD specifies distinctness and can take the value  ̂ if the entities satisfying the 
descriptionn have to be distinct, or - if this is not necessary. 

Thiss allows one to distinguish between certain types of questions: 

 Single-example questions (Name a ...): ?(\ - -)(p 

 Some-examples questions (Name some . . . ): ?(]" - —)<p 

 /7-distinct-examples questions (Name n different . . . ) : ? ( £- ^ ) 0 

 All-distinct-examples questions (Name all different...): ?(~ V ^ ) # 

Thiss formalization covers simple identity questions, such as example (2.5), but has 
aa stronger bearing on enumeration- or list-questions, such as example (2.6). 
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(2.5)) What is the tallest building in New York City? : ?(J V -)<p (topic id: 280) 

(2.6)) Name 21 Godzilla movies. : ?(|j - £)<f>  (topic id: 47) 

Examplee (2.6) is taken from the TREC-11 question set of the question answering 
listt track. Voorhees (2002) explains the evaluation criteria that were applied when 
assessingg answers to list questions. Those criteria share many characteristics with 
Belnapp and Steel's formalization. For instance, a correct list of answers should con-
tainn exactly as many items as the question is asking for, and all individual answers 
inn the list should be pairwise distinct. 

2.1.33 Informativeness 

Evenn though a question can have a number of correct answers, this does not mean 
thatt all answers are equally appropriate. In particular, some answers can be more 
specificc or contain more information than others. 

Assumingg an approach where the meaning of a question (formally expressed as 
)) is expressed as a set-of-answers, one can easily define the notion of informative-

ness. ness. 

 4> is a more informative answer to ?i/> than (p' iff <p, <p' G [?i/>] and <p =>  <p' and 

<t>'<t>'  ¥>4>-

Wheree <p =>  <P' means that <p logically implies (p'. 
Too see an example where two answers differ with respect to informativeness, 

considerr question (2.7), from the TREC-11 data set. 

(2.7)) How many chromosomes does a human zygote have? (topic id: 1404) 

(2.8)) a. 46 

b.. 23 pairs 

Thee answers (2.8.a) and (2.8.b) were automatically generated by two systems partic-
ipatingg in TREC-11. Both answers were judged correct, but (2.8.b) is more informa-
tivee as it carries the additional information that the chromosomes are organized in 
pairs. . 

Summingg up, one can say that philosophical approaches to question answer-
ingg formalize many of evaluation criteria that are applied to practical systems. Al -
thoughh such a formalization is unlikely to find its way into open-domain systems 
duee to the difficulties of operationalizing many of the formal concepts for arbitrary 
data,, it has been operationalized on more restricted domains, see, e.g., (Scha, 1983). 
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2.22 Psychological Modeling of Question Answering 

Theree is a vast amount of literature on the psychology of human language un-
derstanding,, leading to the erection of the discipline of psycholinguistics. Parts 
off  these research activities are devoted to the understanding of mental procedures 
thatt humans execute when they answer questions. In particular, the work of Arthur 
Graesserr and his colleagues covers a broad spectrum of the psychology of question 
answering.. Their work has evolved over many years and is discussed in a series 
off  publications. Here, we focus on one of their overview articles (Graesser and 
Murachver,, 1985), which gives a comprehensive description of their approach. We 
chosee the approach by Graesser and his colleagues, because it is one of the best-
developedd and most general approaches in the field of psychology. 

Mostt psychological approaches to question answering are tied to the area of 
storyy understanding. A short story is given to a number of human subjects and 
afterr having read it they are asked to answer some questions about the content of 
thee story. These question can range from simple fact questions to more complex 
questionss asking for motivations or procedural aspects. 

Graesserr and Murachver (1985) sketch a general architecture for symbolic ques-
tionn answering, which is depicted in figure 2.1. The basic steps of the question 
answeringg process are: 

 interpret question, 

 determine question category, 

 apply QA procedures to relevant knowledge structures, and 

 articulate answers. 

Eachh of these steps consults additional knowledge bases, including linguistic and 
worldd knowledge. Al l steps are guided by pragmatic knowledge, covering extra-
linguisticc knowledge, such as certain idiosyncrasies and traditions, which can be 
decisivee in answering questions appropriately. For example, it is absolutely inap-
propriate,, though in principle correct, to reply to a question like Do you have the 
time?time? by simply saying yes. The issue of appropriateness is rather intricate and be-
yondd the scope of this discussion, but see (Levinson, 1983; Searle, 1969) for further 
details. . 

2.2.11 Quest ion Interpretatio n 

Thee first step of the question answering process is to interpret the question. In the 
terminologyy of Graesser and Murachver (1985), this means that a question is repre-
sentedd in an underspecified way. Although they refer to this component as question 
interpretation,interpretation, it is actually just a first step in understanding the question. In their 
questionn answering framework, the product of question interpretation is an expres-
sionn with a question function, a statement element, and a knowledge structure element. 
Forr instance, consider question (2.9). 
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Figuree 2 .1 : Graesser and Murachvers architecture for question answering 
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(2.9)) Why did Reagan cut the education budget? 

Thee outcome of the question interpretation would be: 

WHY(<< Reagan cut the education budget > , < ? >) 

wheree WHY is the question function, < Reagan cut the education budget > is the 
statementt element, and the knowledge structure element is left unspecified (i.e., < 
?? >) at the stage of question interpretation. The number of question functions is 
fixed,, and any of the following six functions can be assigned to a question: WHY, 
HOW,, CONS (i.e., what is the consequence of), WHEN, WHERE, and SIG (i.e., what 
iss the significance of). Other question functions such as WHO or WHAT are not 
consideredd in the approach of Graesser and Murachver (1985). 

Thee statement element can also contain more than one statement. Consider 
questionn (2.10). 

(2.10)) Why were the teachers depressed after Reagan cut the education budget? 

Thee outcome of the question interpretation would be: 

WHY(<< teachers were depressed > < Reagan cut the education budget >, <?>) 

Iff  the statement element is more complex, the statement which is the focus of the 
questionn has to be determined. In question (2.10), the focus is < teachers were de-
pressedd >. Note that the temporal relationship after is neglected in the representa-
tionn of the question. 
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2.2.22 Quest ion Categorization 

Thee next step in the question answering process is to select the question category. 
Thiss is a further specification of the question representation that was generated by 
thee question interpretation module. Categorizing a question enables later compo-
nentss to apply the appropriate knowledge extraction strategies to generate an an-
swer.. Graesser and Murachver (1985) use 21 question categories, which are based on 
Lehnert'ss classification (Lehnert, 1978). Since Lehnert's work is discussed in more 
detaill  later on, here we only mention the two categories which are relevant to cover 
questionss (2.9) and (2.10): 

 Goal orientation (Why did Reagan cut the education budget?) 

 Causal antecedent (What caused the teachers to become depressed?) 

Onee can see that simply using the question function, which is WHY for both ques-
tions,, is not enough to distinguish between (2.9) and (2.10). Therefore, Graesser and 
Murachverr (1985) also classify the focus statement of the statement element into 
threee categories: state, event, and action. States are ongoing characteristics of an en-
tityy (the teachers are depressed, the tree is tall). Events are state changes (the tree fell, the 
studentstudent passed the exam). Actions involve an agent who does something to achieve a 
desiredd state or state change (the student sold his car, Reagan cut the education budget). 
Thee combination of the question function and the category of the focus statement 
formm the final question category. For instance, question (2.9) is classified as WHY-
action,, whereas question (2.10) is classified as WHY-state. 

2.2.33 Knowledge Structur e Procedures 

Afterr the question has been interpreted and a category has been assigned to it, the 
thirdd step in the question answering process is to apply question answering proce-
duress to relevant knowledge structures . During this step, knowledge structures are 
accessedd and manipulated to identify an answer to a question. 

Ass presented in figure 2.1, there are three kinds of knowledge structures: generic 
schemas,schemas, specific passages, and specific experiences. The latter two are knowledge struc-
turess that were built by reading a certain passage or having a certain experience, 
respectively.. In contrast to these specific structures, there are also general structures 
thatt are abstractions from specific structures. For instance, a PLAYING FOOTBALL 
schemaa includes actions such as throwing the football, catching the football, and lining 
up,up, and a COWBOY schema includes properties such as wears a hat, and rides a horse. 
Worldd knowledge structures are represented as conceptual graphs. The nodes in 
thee graph are categorized statement nodes that are connected by directed, relational 
arcs.. The categories of the statement nodes include goal, physical event, and internal 
state,state, and the kinds of relationships between the nodes include consequence, reason, 
andd property. 
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Inn order to answer a question, at least one knowledge structure must be accessed, 
butt it is also possible to access multiple structures. Consider again question (2.9), it 
cann be answered by using a generic schema, e.g., NATIONAL BUDGET, or a specific 
schema,, e.g., a Washington Post article on the defense budget, which results from 
readingg a particular newspaper article: 

WHY-action(<< Reagan cut the education budget >, < NATIONAL BUDGET >) 

WHY-action(<< Reagan cut the education budget >, < Washington Post article >) 

Usingg the general NATIONAL BUDGET schema could result in an answer like to 
savesave money, whereas the more specific Washington Post article schema could result 
inn an answer like to free money for raising the defense budget. 

Oncee a schema has been chosen, the symbolic question answering procedures 
aree called. Their execution consists of three stages: 

 Stage 1: Node matching. Find an entry node in the knowledge structure that 
matchess the queried statement node. 

 Stage 2: Arc search procedure. Generate nodes that are connected via a path to 
thee entry node. 

 Stage 3: Checking node constraints. The candidate answer nodes are evaluated 
ass to whether they satisfy specific node constraints. 

Thee node matching stage may involve inexact matches. For instance, the NATIONAL 
BUDGETT schema may not contain the node Reagan cut the education budget, but the 
nodee president cut the education budget. In that case, node matching would involve 
argumentt substitution, which is constrained by lexical and world knowledge. 

Arcc searching is guided by the question category. Depending on the category, 
onlyy certain types of arcs are traversed, and the direction in which arc searching pro-
ceeds,, i.e., using incoming arcs vs. outgoing arcs, also depends on it. Since question 
(2.9)) is categorized as WHY-action, arc searching starts at the entry node follow-
ingg outgoing arcs that lead to a node stating that Reagan cut the education budget. In 
contrast,, question (2.10) is categorized as WHY-state, and arc searching follows in-
comingg arcs to identify a node that links to the entry node stating that teachers are 
depressed. depressed. 

Afterr arc searching has identified a number of candidate answer nodes, they are 
evaluatedd as to whether they satisfy certain constraints. In particular, the answer 
nodess have to be of the appropriate type. Questions of the category WHY-action 
seekk for nodes of the type goal, and questions of the category WHY-state require 
answerr nodes to be of the type state. 

2.2.44 Answer  Articulatio n 

Thee final step in the question answering process is to articulate the answer. Answer 
articulationn covers the ways in which the answer is expressed in natural language. 
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Thiss process is of minor concern to Graesser and Murachver (1985), and only a few 
generall  aspects are outlined, such as the fact that answer articulation depends on 
thee question category. For example, questions categorized as WHY-state, would 
requiree answers to use connectives like because, whereas questions categorized as 
WHY-action,, would require connectives like in order to or so that. 

2.2.55 Discussion 

Graesserr and Murachver (1985) present an intuitively appealing framework for mod-
elingg the mental aspects of question answering. But certain parts of the model are 
describedd in a rather abstract way, and it is questionable whether those parts can 
bee concretized to a level where practical question answering systems can benefit 
fromm the overall framework. Especially the deployment of knowledge structures, 
whichh is essential for actually answering questions, seems to be the Achilles' heel of 
anyy potential implementation of their approach. It is not only unclear what the un-
derlyingg heuristics are that have to constrain the arc searching procedures in large 
knowledgee structures, or how partial node matching can be reliably accomplished, 
butt most importantly, how these knowledge structures can be built in an automatic 
fashion,, in the first place. It appears that they have to be generated automatically, 
givenn their specificity and number. Even for very restricted domains, manual con-
structionn seems to be too laborious a process and therefore doomed to be infeasible. 

Itt seems also that knowledge structures cannot be used independently of each 
other.. In the case of partial node matching other knowledge structures have to be 
consultedd in order to decide whether a partial match is legitimate, see e.g., page 25 
wheree Reagan is matched with president. This again makes the need for more con-
trolledd arc searching even more obvious. 

Havingg pointed out the problems that any realization of the approach of Graesser 
andd Murachver wil l face, it should be emphasized that many of their ideas can be 
foundd in current question answering systems. First of all, the four processing steps, 
andd the order in which they are arranged, are respected by most systems. Question 
categorizationn has become a standard technique and all systems use it in one form 
orr another. In most cases, the classification schemes bear a stronger resemblance to 
thee schemes proposed by Lehnert (1978) or Graesser and Huber (1992). Most sys-
temss also focus on particular question categories and use more sophisticated sub-
classificationss for those categories, but the choice for focusing on certain categories 
iss mainly due to the type of questions that are considered by current evaluation fora 
suchh as the TREC question answering tracks. 

Thee distinction between the focal statement element and the other statement 
elementss is current practice in many QA system nowadays, to guide the answer 
extractionn process. 

Graesserr and Huber (1992) address the problem of partial node matching only 
inn passing. This problem still remains one of the harder challenges in QA. Their 
proposedd solution to use lexical knowledge to resolve these cases is certainly right, 
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butt unfortunately they do not provide a more concrete approach how this problem 
couldd be solved. 

Fromm all current QA systems, the work by Harabagiu and Moldovan (1997) is 
probablyy the one that comes closest to the model outlined above. Although they do 
nott seem to be using generic schemas, W O R D N ET (Miller , 1995), a general lexical 
knowledgee base, is exploited to identify more opaque conceptual relations when 
buildingg a conceptual graph for a piece of text. Also, path-finding strategies are 
usedd to select nodes in the graph as candidate answer nodes. 

2.33 Practical Approaches to Question Answering 

AA practical question answering system takes a question posed in natural language 
ass input, accesses a knowledge base, and returns an answer, and all stages of this 
processs are executed automatically, without any human intervention (except for 
posingg the question, of course). The first practical QA systems date back to the late 
1950's,, and a large number of systems have been developed throughout the years. 
Especiallyy the mid 1960's and early 1970's mark a very lively period in the area. In 
thee 1980's many of the problems in practical QA became apparent and system de-
velopmentt efforts were going back. It was not until the late 1990's that intensive 
researchh on practical QA was resumed. 

Inn this section we wil l discuss a number of early QA systems, and their general 
ideass and shortcomings. The discussion of systems that were developed before the 
1970'ss is based on Simmons (1965, 1969), and the interested reader is referred to 
hiss surveys for a more detailed discussion. Throughout this section, we distinguish 
betweenn three types of systems: data base-oriented, text based, and inference based. For 
eachh type of system a number of implementations are discussed below. 

2.3.11 Database-Oriented Systems 

Database-orientedd question answering systems use a traditional data base to store 
thee facts which can be questioned. The data base can be queried by natural lan-
guagee questions which are translated into a data base language query, e.g., SQL. 
Thesee types of systems are often referred to as front-end systems, because they do 
nott address the problem of answer extraction, but leave this to standard data base 
techniques. . 

BASEBAL L L 

Thee BASEBALL system (Green et al., 1963) answers English questions about the 
scores,, teams, locations, and dates of baseball games. Input sentences have to be 
simple,, and not contain sentential connectives, such as and, or, because, etc., or su-
perlatives,, such as most or highest. The data about baseball games are stored in a 
dataa base in attribute-value format: 
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monthh :July teaml :Red Sox 
placee :Boston team2 :Yankees 
dayy :7 score l :5 
s e r i all  no. :96 score2:3 

Thesee database entries are manually constructed. The questions are transformed 
intoo the same format, but in an automatic way. First, questions are partially parsed 
too identify phrases. Using a dictionary, certain phrases are mapped to attribute-
valuee pairs, e.g., Yankees is mapped to team: Yankees. Wh-words mark the attribute 
thee questioner is interested in, e.g., who creates an entry of the form team: ?, or where 
ann entry of the form p lace: ?. 

Afterr the attribute-value structure for the question has been built, the actual an-
swerr search takes place. In some cases, this simply requires matching the question 
structuree with a structure in the database and substituting the blank item of the 
questionn structure with the corresponding value in the database structure. In other 
cases,, when the wh-phrase is how many or the question contains quantifiers such as 
every,every, answer searching is a rather complicated searching and counting procedure. 

Thee major shortcoming of the BASEBALL system, with respect to open-domain 
questionn answering, is the database, which was constructed manually, but it is 
nott inconceivable that this process could be automatized, resulting in a more self-
containedd system. It also seems that this database-oriented approach is tied to spe-
cificc domains, where the attribute-value structures can be uniform, and the types of 
questionss are limited. 

LUNA R R 

Thee LUNA R system (Woods, 1977) was developed at Bolt Beranek and Newman Inc. 
(BBN),, to enable lunar geologists to conveniently access, compare, and evaluate the 
chemicall  analysis data on lunar rock and soil material, that was compiled during 
thee Apollo moon missions. The system contains two data bases: a 13,000 entry table 
off  chemical and age analyses of the Apollo 11 samples, and a keyphrase index to the 
entryy table. The entries in the analysis table specify the concentration of some con-
stituentt in some phase of some sample, together with references to research articles, 
wheree these facts were established. 

Naturall  language questions are analyzed automatically with a transition net-
workk parser (Woods, 1970), and translated into a data base query language. For the 
translationn step, a dictionary is consulted which contains syntactic and morpholog-
icall  information about a word, and a number of partial data base query language 
constructions.. For instance, question (2.1 l.a) wil l be translated as the query (2.11.b.). 

(2.11)a.. Does sample S10046 contain olivine? 

b.. (TEST (CONTAIN S10046 OLIV)) 

Thee TEST function results from recognizing the question as a yes/no question, the 
transitivee verb contain triggers the two-place predicate CONTAIN, and the noun olivine 
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referss to the internal designator OLIV. Depending on the question, the resulting data 
basee queries can reach a high level of complexity. 

Anotherr interesting feature of the LUNAR system is the ability to deal with se-
quencess of questions, such as the sequences in (2.12) and (2.13). 

(2.12)a.. How many breccias contain olivine? 

b.. What are they? 

(2.13)a.. Do any samples have greater than 13 percent aluminum? 

b.. What are those samples? 

Actually,, questions (2.12.b) and (2.13.b) are easy to answer, once (2.12.a) and (2.13.a) 
havee been answered, respectively, because in order to do so, all instances satisfying 
thee first database query are retrieved, and the follow-up question is just a request to 
enumeratee them. 

Thee LUNA R system is one of the few early practical QA systems where at least 
somee form of evaluation has been carried out. During a demonstration of a proto-
type,, 111 questions were asked by geologists. 10% failed due to parsing errors, and 
12%% failed due to dictionary coding errors. After fixing the dictionary coding errors 
thee system answered 90% of the remaining 78% of the questions correctly. 

Thee LUNA R system shows that automatic question answering can be appealing 
too users in a real-world setting, albeit in a very restricted domain. In this project, 
immensee efforts were put in constructing the dictionary, and transferring the sys-
temm to a different domain appears to be a very laborious process—potentially even 
requiringg a different database format. 

PHLIQA l l 

Thee PHLIQAl system (Bronnenberg et al., 1980; Scha, 1983) was developed at Philips 
Researchh Laboratories in Eindhoven, the Netherlands. It was designed to answer 
shortt questions against a data base containing fictitious data about computer instal-
lationss in Europe and companies using them. Questions are translated into a formal 
languagee which is then used to access the data base. Translation is divided into 
threee stages: 

 English-oriented Formal Language (EFL). At this level, words are morphologi-
callyy normalized, and content words are identified. No domain specific knowl-
edgee is applied at this stage. 

 World Model Language (WML). The content words of a question are disam-
biguatedd and categorized using domain specific knowledge. 

 Data Base Language (DBL). The content words of a question are mapped onto 
dataa base primitives. 
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Thee translation of a question into EFL uses standard NLP techniques, and is in-
dependentt from the domain and the final data base format. Translating the EFL 
representationn into WML requires a domain specific ontology which assigns cate-
goriess to certain content words. E.g., Intel is recognized as company, Belgium as a 
country,, January as a month, etc. Although the domain is largely determined by the 
dataa base, it does not coincide with it. For instance, country and month do not have 
anyy corresponding data base primitives. The final step is to translate WML repre-
sentationss into DBL representations. This step is independent from the language in 
whichh the original question was posed, i.e., it could have been English, Dutch, or 
French,, but it is strictly dependent on the data base format. Figure 2.2 displays the 
threee levels of representing the question Is each cpu in Eindhoven a P1400?. 

EFL:EFL: ~  • 

(forall:(head:CPUS , , 
mod::  (Ac:IN(<c,EINDHOVEN>)) )  , 

holds:( Axs:(forsome:P1400S , , 

holds ::  (Ax 0:BE(<xs,Xo>)))) ) 

VVMLll  ~~~~ 
(forall:(head:GS Cpu. . 

mod::  (Ac:F-SITE-CITY(F-CONF-SITE(F-CPU-C0NF(c)))=EINDH0VEN)) , 
holds ::  (/\x s:F-CPU-CPUM0DEL(x s)=P1400) ) 

DBL::  ~  ~ ~ 
( f o ra l l : ( head :GSc o n f, , 

mod:: (Aet:F-SITE-CITYNAME(F-CONF-SITE(e1)) = ''EINDHOVEN'') 
AF-COUNTRY-NAME(F-SITE-COUNTRY(F-CONF-SITE(ei))) ) 

== " NETHERLANDS") 
holds:: (Az0:F-CPUM0DEL-NAME(F-CONF-CPUM0DEL(zo)) = ' 'P1400' ' )) 

Onn all three levels, the question is represented as a universal quantification. In 
thee EFL representation, the variables c, xs, and x0 are still untyped, i.e., uncate-
gorized.. The mod-field and the holds-field take sets as values, which are built by 
lambdaa abstraction, where Axcp(x) is the set of instantiations d of x such that sub-
stitutingg d for x in 0 results in a true statement. In the WML representation, the 
variabless c and xs are categorized as cpu. The relations IN and BE are further speci-
fiedd by a series of functions. At the final DBL representation level, the variables e1 

andd z0 are of type conf (configuration). This type mapping is necessary as there are 
noo cpu primitives in the data base, but there are conf primitives. The DBL represen-
tationn is then used to actually query the data base. 
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Thee PHLIQAI system and the LUNA R system share a number of features. The 
mostt striking similarity is the use of the lambda calculus. The LUNAR system is 
implementedd in LISP, a functional programming language, which has the lambda 
calculuss as its underlying paradigm. An appealing aspect of the PHLlQAl system is 
thee division of the translation from natural language questions to data base queries 
intoo three stages. This modularization should enable one to transfer the system 
too different data bases or different languages more easily. Another feature, which 
iss nowadays a standard component of question answering systems, is to classify 
certainn content words or phrases along a (domain dependent) ontology. Almost all 
currentt QA systems perform a similar step by applying a named entity recognizer, 
e.g.,, IDENTIFINDER (Bikel et al., 1999), to the questions and the data to identify 
persons,, company names, locations etc. 

2.3.22 Text-Based Systems 

Text-basedd systems do not assume the data to be pre-formatted. The data used 
too answer questions is plain machine readable text. Text-based systems have to 
analyzee both, the question as well as the data, to find an appropriate answer in the 
textt corpus. 

ORACL E E 

Thee ORACLE system (Phillips, 1960) produces a syntactic analysis of both the ques-
tionn and a text corpus which may contain an answer. This analysis transforms the 
questionn and the sentences in the corpus into a canonical form, marking the subject, 
object,, verb, and time and place indicators. The analysis is limited to simple sen-
tencess and completely fails if sentences are more complex, e.g., contain more than 
twoo objects. 

Thee first processing step is to assign to each word a part-of-speech tag, which 
iss looked up in a small dictionary. Words such as school, park, and morning, etc. 
receivee an additional tag marking them as time or place indicators. Whereas the 
analysiss of the text corpus can be done offline, the question has to be analyzed at 
queryy time. The question is marked up analogously to the sentences in the corpus, 
butt in addition, it is also transformed into a declarative sentence, which involves 
reorderingg of the words and combining auxiliary verbs with their head verbs. An 
examplee analysis including the transformation step is shown in figure 2.3. 

Thee ORACLE systems exemplifies what is probably the simplest form of auto-
matedd question answering. Its major shortcoming is the restriction to simple sen-
tences.. Also, the way a (transformed) question is compared to a potential answer 
sentence,, by simply comparing the identical words and the word order wil l miss 
manyy answers, in case the sentence and the question use different words which are 
semanticallyy equivalent. Nevertheless, ORACLE-type systems currently witness a 
renascence,, because they offer a simple and yet effective approach, if the text corpus 
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Figuree 2.3: Oracle-type analysis of question and answer 
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iss very large. Many current QA systems use the internet as a text corpus for find-
ingg sentences containing an answer, see e.g., Attardi et al. (2002); Bril l et al. (2001); 
Buchholzz and Daelemans (2001); Lin et al. (2002); Xu et al. (2002). If the corpus is 
largee enough, the sheer amount of data wil l increase the probability that there is an 
answerr sentence in the same wording as the question, and therefore outbalance the 
needd to perform a more sophisticated semantic and syntactic analysis. 

PROTOSYNTHEX X 

Thee PROTOSYNTHEX system (Simmons et a l, 1963) attempts to answer questions 
fromm an encyclopedia. The encyclopedia is indexed and by using a simple scoring 
function,, sentences or paragraphs resembling the question are retrieved. The words 
inn the index are the stemmed forms of the words in the encyclopedia, i.e., govern, 
governor,governor, government, governing, etc., are reduced to govern. Before retrieval, a lexical 
look-upp expands the questions with words of related meaning. 

Thee question and the text are then parsed using a modification of the depen-
dencyy logic developed by Hays (1962). Figure 2.4 shows the dependency graphs for 
thee question What do worms eat? and some potential answers. Although all poten-
tiall  answers contain the words worms and eat, only the answers whose dependency 
graphh can be matched onto the graph of the question are kept. In figure 2.4, answer 
11 and 2 have a complete agreement of dependencies, 4 and 5 agree partially, and 
33 has no agreement. Comparing the degree of agreement, grass would be ranked 
highest,, followed by their way and through the ground, and the lowest rank would be 
assignedd to grain. 

PROTOSYNTHEXX also has a learning component, in which dependency parses are 
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Figuree 2.4: Dependency structures of a question and potential answers 

question n 

Whatt do worms eat? 

whatt •- eat *- worms 

answerr 3 

Birdss eat worms. 

wormss ——*- eat *- birds 

answerr 1 

Wormss eat grass. 

grasss - eat worms 

answerr 4 

Wormss eat their way through the ground. 

worms s 
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wayy through 
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Grasss is eaten by worms. 

grasss »- eat •• worms 

answerr 5 

Horsess with worms eat grain. 

horses s 

withh eat 

// \ 
wormss grain 

correctedd by a human operator. This helps the system to deal with syntactic ambi-
guitiess in natural language. The most distinguishing feature of the PROTOSYNTHEX 
systemm is the use of dependency graphs. These graphs have the advantage that 
theyy are less susceptible to syntactic subtleties and allow for more flexible matching 
betweenn question and potential answer representations. For the very same reason, 
dependencyy parsers are frequently used in modern QA systems, see e.g., Attardi 
ett al. (2001); Harabagiu et al. (2001); Katz et al. (2001). 

AUTOMATI CC LANGUAG E ANALYZE R 

Thee AUTOMATI C LANGUAGE ANALYZE R (ALA ) system (Thome, 1962) translates 

questionss and sentences into an intermediate language which is strongly related to 
dependencyy graphs. Both are also augmented with semantic codes from Roget's 
Thesauruss (Roget, 1946).' The degree of matching between a question and a piece 
off  text is used to select the best answers. Each word in a sentence or question is 
assignedd a weight indicating whether it is the subject of a sentence, the verb or 
aa modifier. If a sentence and the question share the same subject this adds more 
too the similarity score than if the subject and the object are identical. In addition, 
moree opaque semantic relations like semantic correlation between words are also 
considered:2 2 

semanticc correlation 
y/n„y/n„  nh 

1Thee 1911 version of Roget'ss thesaurus is freely available in machine-readable format at h t t p: 
/ /www. i b i b l i o . o rg /gu tenbe rg / t i t l e s / r oge t_s_ thesau rus .h tm l. . 

2Semanticc correlation bears a strong resemblance with the notion of mutual information in Fano 
(1961),, which is defined as l(a,b) = log2(P(fl,b)/P(fl)P(6)). 

http://www.ibiblio.org/gutenberg/titles/roget_s_thesaurus.html
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wheree n„  and nb are the number of thesaurus clusters in which word a and word b 
occur,, respectively, and nab is the number of clusters in which both occur. 

Thee AUTOMATI C LANGUAGE ANALYZE R (ALA ) system tries to exploit lexical 
knowledge,, and computing the semantic correlation adds numerical weights to the 
linkss between words in a thesaurus, whereas most thesauri simply contain purely 
binaryy information saying that two words are similar or not. 

W E N D L A N D TT & DRISCOLL 

Wendlandtt and Driscoll (1991) describe a system which answers questions about 
thee NASA Space Shuttle, using NASA plain text documentation maintained by the 
publicc affairs department. 

Inn the firstt stage of the system, document retrieval is applied to identify a num-
berr of paragraphs that contain the content words mentioned in the question. The 
paragraphss are ranked with respect to a similarity weight function. To identify a 
paragraphh that actually contains an answer, the top ten n are further analyzed. This 
analysiss focuses on recognizing thematic roles and attributes occurring in the ques-
tionn and the top n paragraphs. 

Wendlandtt and Driscoll's repertoire of thematic roles is based on Fillmore (1968), 
containingg roles such as agent (the thing which causes an action to happen), object 
(thee thing affected by an action), instrument (the thing with which an action is per-
formed),, and location (where an action occurs). Attributes are abstract categories for 
certainn words or phrases, including heat, amount, size, order, etc. For both thematic 
roless and attributes a dictionary of trigger words was manually constructed, where 
aa word can trigger several roles or attributes. Table 2.1 lists a few trigger words and 
thee corresponding roles and attributes. In order to reduce ambiguity, each trigger 
wordd is adorned with a probability distribution indicating the probability of a the-
maticc role or attribute, given that trigger word. The total number of thematic roles 
andd attributes is approximately 60. 

Tablee 2.1 Triggerr words of Wendlandt & Driscoll 
Triggerr word 
area a 
carry y 
dimensions s 
in n 
into o 
on n 
of f 
to o 

Correspondingg thematic roles and attributes 
location n 
location n 
size e 
destination,, instrument, location, 
location,, destination 
location,, time 
amount t 
location,, destination, purpose 

manner,, purpose 

Afterr the thematic roles and attributes in the question and the top n paragraphs 
havee been recognized, the paragraphs are reordered by computing a similarity score 
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basedd on the common roles and attributes. 
Wendlandtt and Driscoll (1991) evaluated their system using 21 questions. If just 

paragraphh retrieval based on content words is applied, 60 paragraphs have to be 
consideredd in order to find a document containing an answer, whereas reordering 
thee paragraphs by considering thematic roles and attributes, this number drops to 
38,, which is a decrease of approximately 37%. 

Thee idea of using thematic roles and attributes for retrieving relevant paragraphs 
iss closely related to the predictive annotation approach proposed by Prager et al. 
(2000),, where the pre-fetching process uses similar categories to identify documents 
thatt contain phrases of the same type the question is asking for. 

MURA X X 

Thee MURAX system (Kupiec, 1993) answers general fact questions using an online 
versionn of Grolier's Academic American Encyclopedia (Grolier, 1990), containing 
approximatelyy 27,000 articles. The encyclopedia is accessed via an information re-
trievall  system to select articles which contain an answer. The returned articles are 
analyzedd further to identify answer candidates. 

Thee question categories used by MURAX are shown in table 2.2. Kupiec (1993) 
focusess on these question types, because they are likely to allow for short answers 
whichh can be expressed in a noun phrase, whereas why- or how-questions require 
aa more elaborate answer. 

Tablee 2.2: Question categories in Murax 
Questionn type 
Who/Whose e 
What/Which h 
Where e 
When n 
Howw many 

Answerr type 
Person n 
Thing,, Person, Location 
Location n 
Time e 
Number r 

Questionss are linguistically analyzed by a part-of-speech tagger and a lexico-
syntacticc pattern matcher. Noun phrases are identified simply by using patterns 
whichh are defined in terms of part-of-speech tags. More specific phrases are identi-
fiedd by also considering lexical information. Simple noun phrases (NPs) and main 
verbss are first extracted from the question, as illustrated in question (2.14). 

(2.14)) Who was the [NPPulitzer Prize]-winning [NPnovelist] that [vran] 
forr [Npmayor] of [j^pNew York City]? 

Thee phrases are used in constructing the boolean query which is used to retrieve 
articless from the encyclopedia which are likely to contain an answer to the question. 
Fromm the retrieved articles, sentences are selected which contain many of the query 
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terms.. The noun phrases in these sentences which do not occur in the question are 
consideredd answer hypotheses. 

Forr each answer hypothesis, MURAX tries to verify whether it is an argument 
off  the relations stated in the question, e.g., an answer to question (2.14) has to be 
aa novelist, and has to be someone who ran for mayor in New York City. To estab-
lishh those relations, pattern matching based procedures are applied. However, this 
informationn does not necessarily have to be expressed in the same document from 
whichh the answer hypothesis has been taken, but might be contained in a differ-
entt encyclopedia article. To this end, secondary queries are formed, containing the 
answerr hypothesis plus words from the relation one would like to establish. The 
retrievall  procedure for secondary queries is analogous to the retrieval procedure 
outlinedd above, and pattern matching is also applied to sentences from secondary 
documentt matches. 

Onee of the major problems the MURAX system addresses is formulation of the 
retrievall  queries, which is essential for returning documents that indeed contain an 
answer.. MURAX uses a boolean retrieval system, which is especially sensitive to 
queryy formulation, because boolean systems have the tendency to return either too 
manyy or too few documents, cf. Baeza-Yates and Ribeiro-Neto (1999). As a solution, 
Kupiecc proposes not to rely on a single retrieval run, but to wrap the retrieval and 
answerr selection process in an outer loop. The loop stops if answer selection was 
successful,, and otherwise it modifies the retrieval query appropriately. If a number 
off  query formulations have been tried, but answer selection is still unsuccessful, the 
loopp terminates. 

Harabagiuu et al. (2001) showed that this technique of query (re-)formulation and 
validationn of the answer selection step, which they refer to as feedback loops, can be 
veryy effective in a corpus-based QA system. 

2.3.33 Inference-Based Systems 

Similarr to data based-oriented systems, most inference-based systems require the 
dataa to be pre-formated. Although this is not an essential requirement, it eases 
thee process of inference drawing. The focus of inference-based systems is to infer 
relationshipss that are not explicitly stated between entries in the knowledge base on 
thee one hand, and the question and the knowledge base on the other hand. 

SPECIFICC Q U E S T I ON ANSWERER 

Thee SPECIFIC QUESTION ANSWERER (SQA) was developed at Bolt Beranek and 
Newmann Inc. (BBN), to find short answers to simple natural language questions 
(Black,, 1964). The system can only extract brief specific answers that are either di-
rectlyy stated in a corpus, or can be deduced by applying certain inference rules. 
Thee corpus consists of a number of inference rules and declarative statements. The 
problemm of syntactic analysis of the questions is only rudimentarily addressed and 
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inn most cases, exact structural matching between the question and possible answers 
inn the corpus is required. 

Thee inference rules in the corpus are conditional statements of the form If A then 
B,B, and the declarative statements are simple sentences such as Mercury is a planet. 
Technically,, declarative statements are the consequents of a conditional statement 
withh an antecedent which is always true. Typically, a corpus can consist of entries 
suchh as the following: 

(1)) Mercury i s next smaller than Pluto. 
(2)) Pluto i s next smaller than Mars. 
(3)) Mars i s next smaller than Venus. 
(4)) If X i s next smaller than Y, then X i s smaller than Y. 
(5)) If X i s next smaller than Y and Y i s smaller than Z, 

thenn X i s smaller than Z. 

Inferencess are done by matching the consequent of a conditional, and instantiat-
ingg the variables appropriately. The next reasoning task is to check whether the 
antecedent(s)) of the conditional can be satisfied in the corpus. 

Forr example, the question What is next smaller than Pluto?, can be trivially an-
sweredd by using declarative (1). If the question were Pluto is smaller than what?, it 
cann match the consequents of (4) and (5), generating two inference chains. The first 
chainn is successfully terminated by (2), and the second chain is successfully termi-
natedd by matching (2), then (4), and finally (5). 

Thee way inference is realized in the SPECIFIC QUESTION ANSWERER is basically 
thee inference mechanism of the logic programming language PROLOG (Colmerauer, 
1978).. Although it is appealing, it is quite questionable to what extent such an ap-
proachh can be integrated into any realistic setting. 

SEMANTICC INFORMATION RETRIEVER 

Thee SEMANTIC INFORMATION RETRIEVER (SIR) system (Raphael, 1964) implements 
aa limited formalization of the relational calculus. Similar to the SPECIFIC QUESTION 
ANSWERER,, this system also avoids the complexities of syntactic analysis, by lim-
itingg itself to 20 fixed simple sentence formats for both, questions and declaratives. 
Forr these fixed formats logical translation procedures are provided. E.g., every boy 
isis a person wil l be translated into SETR(boy .person), meaning that boy is a subset of 
person.. If a sentence or question does not fit any of the 20 formats, further analysis 
iss terminated. Figure 2.5 shows some example inputs and their corresponding data 
structures. . 
Givenn a number of input statements, and the question How many fingers are on John?, 
itt can be deduced that a finger is part of a hand, and that any person (including John) 
hass two hands. Since the information how many fingers are on a hand is not speci-
fied,, a computer response asks for this additional information. Once the additional 
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Figuree 2.5: SIR examples session 
Inputt statements 

Everyy boy is a person. 
Johnn is a boy. 
Anyy person has two hands. 
AA finger is part of a hand. 

Question n 
Howw many fingers are on John? 

Computerr response 
Howw many fingers per hand? 

Inputt statement 
Everyy hand has five fingers. 

Answer r 
Thee answer is 10. 

Formalization n 
SETR(boy,person) ) 
SETR(john,boy) ) 
PARTRN(hand,person,2) ) 
PARTR(ff  inger,hand) 

PARTRN(finger,John) ) 

PARTRNN (f inger, hand, 5 ) 

statementt has been added, it can be inferred that the answer is 10. The SEMANTIC 
INFORMATIONN RETRIEVER (SIR) system uses a limited number of predicates, such 
ass (numerical) part-of, subset, is-a, etc., and inference rules are provided for those 
predicates,, similar to the inference rules of the SPECIFIC QUESTION ANSWERER sys-
tem. . 

Onee question that comes up immediately is whether the set of relations can be 
expandedd to a level where the system can also answer questions beyond simple toy 
examples.. In the previous decade, W O R D N ET (Miller, 1995) has established itself as 
aa very prominent knowledge base, encoding some of the aforementioned relations 
forr a larger vocabulary. But direct reasoning on W O R D N ET has been shown to be far 
fromm trivial, due to problems such as lexical ambiguity, and the inevitable incom-
pletenesss of the knowledge base. It seems that a purely inference-based approach to 
questionn answering wil l always be restricted to very specific domains, where lexical 
ambiguityy is less prominent and manual construction of the knowledge base can 
reachh a satisfactory level of completeness. 

Q U A L M M 

Thee QUESTION ANSWERING LANGUAGE MECHANISM (QUALM ) system (Lehnert, 

1978,1981)) is hard to classify, as its purpose is twofold: (i) to provide a psychologi-
call  model of question answering and (ii) to implement a computer simulation of the 
model.. While (i) suggests to classify QUAL M as a psychological approach to ques-
tionn answering, we decided to discuss it in the context of practical systems, because 
itt illustrates the challenges of symbolic question answering systems. 

QUAL MM was implemented as a language-independent question answering mod-
ule,, which can be integrated into other natural language processing applications. It 
iss not a stand-alone system. Lehnert (1978) mentions four NLP systems which make 
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usee of QUAL M for story understanding: SAM, PAM, ASP, which were developed at 
Yalee University, and COIL, which was developed at Xerox Palo Alto Research Cen-
ter. . 

Beforee QUAL M starts processing a question it requires that the question has been 
parsed,, and a conceptual graph has been built. Analogously, the information against 
whichh a question is to be answered has to be represented as a conceptual graph. The 
conceptuall  graphs underlying QUALM conform to Schank (1975). 

Fourr stages of the question answering process are distinguished: 

•• Conceptual categorization, 

•• Inferential analysis, 

•• Content specification, and 

•• Answer retrieval heuristics. 

Duringg conceptual categorization, the conceptual graph representation of a ques
tionn is assigned a question category. The thirteen categories used in Lehnert (1978) 
aree listed in table 2.3. Category assignment is accomplished by a number of case 
distinctionn rules on the conceptual graph. 

Tablee 2.3: Qualm question categories 
Questionn type 

causall antecedent 
goall orientation 
enablement t 
causall consequent 
verification n 
disjunctive e 
instrumental/procedural l 
conceptt completion 
expectational l 
judgmental l 
quantification n 
featuree specification 
request t 

Examplee question 
Howw did the glass break? 
Maryy left for what reason? 
Howw was John able to eat? 
Whatt happened after John left? 
Didd John leave? 
Wass John or Mary here? 
Howw did John go to New York? 
Whatt did John eat? 
Whyy didn't John go to New York? 
Whatt should John do to keep Mary 
Howw many dogs does John have? 
Howw old is John? 
Willl you take out the garbage? 

fromm leaving? 

Somee questions cannot be assigned a unique category, e.g., Why did John leave, 
cann be interpreted as a question asking for the causal antecedent, i.e., What caused 
JohnJohn to leave?, or the goal orientation, i.e., For what purpose did John leave?. This differ
encee will be expressed in the conceptual graph representation of the question, see 
figuree 2.6. 

Afterr question categorization, further inferential analysis can impose additional 
constraintss on potential answers. Inferential analysis considers the context of a 
questionn as well as certain pragmatic principles. This additional step is required 
too rule out question answer pairs such as example (2.15). 
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Figuree 2.6: Qualm conceptual graph representations for question 
Representationn of the question Why did John leave? as a causal antecedent question and 
ass a goal orientation question. PTRANS indicates a transfer of physical location. The 
sourcee and the target of the movement are not specified. 
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(2.15)a.. What haven't I added? (before baking a cake) 

b.. A pound of dog hair and an oil filter. 

Thee content specification step assesses the way questions should be answered in 
orderr to satisfy the questioner. The criteria include the level of elaboration and the 
levell of reliability. Given a low level of reliability, the system will return an answer, 
evenn if it is not sure whether this is a correct answer, whereas in case of a high level 
off reliability, the system will not respond with saying that it was unable to find an 
answer.. Note that the issue of a system's confidence in a particular answer recently 
becamee part of the TREC evaluation criteria, see Voorhees (2002). 

Thee final step in QUALM'S question answering procedure is to search the internal 
representationn of a story for an answer. There are three levels of story representation 
inn which answers may be found: 

•• the causal chain representation, 

•• script structures, and 

•• planning structures. 

Whenn searching the causal chain representation, a matching procedure looks for 
aa conceptualization having everything that the question concept has, and perhaps 
havingg additional material not found in the question concept. But many questions 
cann only be answered appropriately when considering the context. Script structures 
representt the different sub events of a story. Each sub event is represented by a 
conceptuall graph, and some of the graphs are connected to each other representing 
thee way the story evolves. For instance, consider a story about John taking the bus to 
Neww York, visiting some friends, and returning back home. The graph representing 
thee question Why did John go to New York?, will match the description of John's bus 
tourr to New York. Since the question is a goal orientation question, the answer 
searchingg procedure continues along the destination path of the script structure, 
returningg to visit some friends as an answer. 
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Planningg structures are consulted if the answer cannot be extracted from the 
scriptt structures. A plan explicates why a person does certain things, and how he or 
shee normally tries to achieve some goal. Plans cannot be built from the story itself 
butt have to be taken from some world knowledge module. 

Unfortunately,, no brief overview of the QUALM system, does justice to such a 
complexx system, but nevertheless a few conclusions can be drawn. Lehnert (1978) 
describess the intricacies of question answering in a detailed way that is—to the best 
off our knowledge—unparalleled in the literature. 

Abundantt scenarios are discussed to illustrate the many facets that play a role 
inn answering a question appropriately. Lehnert argues convincingly that concep
tuall graphs provide a framework that is general enough to capture many of these 
aspects.. Although representational issues and general principles of finding answers 
aree discussed in great length, Lehnert falls short in providing concrete algorithms 
thatt accomplish this task. It is also not clear how the system behaves with respect 
too unseen data, i.e., short stories or questions it has not been fine-tuned for. Lehnert 
(1994,, page 151) explains that "question answering heuristics had not been tested 
onn questions other than the ones that were presented" and that the system "was 
carefullyy engineered to handle the input it was designed to handle and produce the 
outputt it was designed to produce." 

Too summarize, Lehnert (1978) identifies and addresses many important prob
lems,, but in order to evaluate their effectiveness much more work has to be put in 
testingg them against a larger data set. 

2.44 Discussion 

Inn this chapter we have discussed a variety of approaches to question answering, 
rangingg from philosophical, over psychological to practical approaches. Philosoph
icall approaches are substantially different from the latter two, because they do not 
touchh on the issue of how to find an answer to a question at all, but focus on for
malizingg the semantics of a question and on the relationships that can hold between 
ann answer and a question. Although, the philosophical findings might not seem to 
bee pertinent to practical question answering at first glance, they do provide insights 
intoo formalizing the appropriateness of answers. 

Contraryy to philosophical approaches, psychological approaches do investigate 
thee process of finding answers. Their main objective is to provide a model that 
approximatess the way human beings answer a question. Graesser and Murachver 
(1985)) present an intuitively appealing architecture capturing essential aspects of 
humann question answering. Although their model was built to explain the cogni
tivee processes that are involved, it also bears a strong resemblance to underlying 
architecturess of many practical question answering systems. 

Fromm the myriad of practical question answering systems that have been imple
mentedd over the last decades, we could only discuss a small number, but we hope 
too have captured some of the most prevalent features present in many implemented 
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systems.. Despite the diversity among the systems, a number of commonalities crys-
talize.. Below, some of the techniques that are used by several systems, including 
modernn QA systems are listed: 

Informatio nn retrieval. Most of the text-based systems (ORACLE, PROTOSYNTHEX, 
andd MURAX) use information retrieval techniques to identify text units that are 
likelyy to contain an answer, before answer selection methods are applied. 
Questionn categorization. Although question categorization has become a standard 
techniquee present in many current systems, only two of the systems discussed above 
(QUALMM and MURAX) classify questions to guide the answer selection process. 
Parsing.. Some systems (PROTOSYNTHEX and ALA) use a dependency parser to an
alyzee the question and potential answer sentences to select and answer. The MURAX 
systemm uses a partial parser for formulating the query sent to the retrieval system. 
Thematicc roles. The WENDLANDT&DRISCOLL system is the only system which 
explicitlyy uses thematic relations and is based on Fillmore's (1968) linguistic theory 
Thee ALA system also uses the syntactic function of a word, e.g., whether it is the 
subjectt of a sentence, which often indicates a certain thematic role, but does carry 
outt any proper role identification. 
Namedd entity recognition. In order to decide whether a candidate answer is of 
thee appropriate type, the PHLIQAI , ORACLE, and WENDLANDT&DRISCOLL system 
recognizee and classify named entities, where the classification can be rather domain 
dependentt as exemplified by the PHLIQAI system. 
Surfacee matching. The ORACLE system uses syntactic transformation rules to match 
thee transformed question string to sentences that potentially contain an answer. In 
thee days the system was developed this approach turned out to be too simplistic, but 
itt recently received again some attention due to the availability of large amounts of 
data,, such as the Internet. 
Taxonomiee reasoning. The SIR system uses isa and part-of relations of a taxonomie 
hierarchyy to deduce the answers to a question. Many current QA system use WORD-
N E TT to carry out similar reasoning steps, but it has also become evident that existing 
knowledgee bases have to be automatically extendable in one way or another to be 
usefull for systems which are not restricted to a specific domain. 

Manyy of these techniques are present in modern QA systems, and the quality 
off each of these techniques obviously affects the overall performance of a QA sys
tem.. However, there is barely any systematic evaluation at this point indicating the 
impactt of a particular technique. 


